
Criminal Procedure-Instruction to Jury that Rape Is Easy to
Charge and Difficult to Disprove Is No Longer to be Given. State
v. Feddersen, 230 N.W.2d 510 (Iowa 1975)

David Feddersen was convicted of rape in an Iowa district
court.' He appealed his conviction, assigning as a point of error the
failure of the trial court to give a defense-requested instruction that
included the statement: "The charge of rape against a person is easy
to make, difficult to prove, and more difficult to disprove."2 The
Iowa Supreme Court affirmed the defendant's conviction, holding
that the failure to give the requested cautionary instruction did not
constitute reversible error, and that future use of the instruction was
prohibited.'

In State v. Feddersen4 the Iowa Supreme Court noted that in
the past it had taken an equivocal stand on the instruction that rape
is easy to charge and hard to disprove, that is, that it had permitted
the instruction to be given, but had found no reversible error in a
refusal to give it.' In this case, however, the court cited four defects
in the instruction and specifically disapproved its future use.' The
Iowa court first found the instruction to be an impermissible com-
ment on the evidence.' It noted that the instruction was actually not
a statement of law and was therefore improper as an instruction.
The court suggested, however, that the statement was a possible
closing argument to be made by the defense. The court also con-
demned the instruction because it imposed a stricter test of credibil-
ity on the rape victim than on other witnesses in the trial.8 Accord-

1. State v. Feddersen, 230 N.W.2d 510 (Iowa 1975).
2. Id. at 514-15. The requested instruction was as follows:

The charge of rape against a person is easy to make, difficult to prove, and more
difficult to disprove. This charge is a serious one, and if established by the proof
beyond a reasonable doubt, should not go unpunished. On the other hand, the
charge is of such a serious character and nature as that the proof offered to establish
its commission should have careful consideration.

You will, therefore, carefully consider and weigh all of the evidence offered and
submitted to you upon the trial and all of the facts and circumstances disclosed by
the proof, together with all reasonable and ordinary deductions and inferences to
be drawn therefrom which may throw light on the question of whether or not the
defendant is guilty of the crime of rape.

3. Id. The Iowa Supreme Court also reached several other conclusions which are not
relevant to the subject of this note and thus are not discussed.

4. 230 N.W.2d 510 (Iowa 1975).
5. Id. at 514.
6. Id. at 514-15.
7. Id. at 515.
8. Id.
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ing to the court, the instruction singled out the testimony of the
prosecutrix and burdened that testimony with the suggestion that
it was more likely to be false than the testimony of the other wit-
nesses. The proper practice, stated the court, would be to give a
general credibility instruction applicable to all witnesses alike. A
third flaw found by the Iowa court in the requested instruction was
its application of a stricter test of credibility to rape victims than
to victims of other crimes with the resulting implication that the
credibility of rape victims as a class was suspect.' The court noted
that this suspicion had been rejected by the Iowa legislature's recent
decision to eliminate the requirement of corroboration of a rape
victim's testimony. Finally, the court concluded that the past prac-
tice of granting to courts absolute discretion in giving or refusing the
instruction was improper.l" Thus, the decision was reached that the
instruction was no longer to be given."

The rules concerning the permissibility of certain instructions
in rape cases are far from settled. This state of uncertainty is exem-
plified by earlier rulings of the Supreme Court of Iowa on the per-
missibility of instructing a jury that rape is easy to charge and hard
to disprove. Before Feddersen that court had held the use of such
an instruction to be a matter completely within the trial court's
discretion. 12

Other state courts have demonstrated a wide divergence of
opinion over the propriety of the instruction that rape is easy to
charge and hard to disprove. A few states hold the view that the
propriety of giving or refusing to give the instruction depends on the
presence or absence of corroborating evidence. They conclude that
if the testimony of the prosecutrix is uncorroborated by other evi-
dence, the cautionary instruction is to be given. 3 The Hawaii Su-
preme Court is one court that takes this approach. That court, how-
ever, has relaxed this standard somewhat by stating that the pro-
priety of giving the instruction must be determined from the entire
factual circumstances of the case. The Hawaii court does not permit

9. Id.
10. Id.
11. Id. at 514.
12. State v. Griffith, 45 N.W.2d 155, 156 Iowa 1950: State v. Trusty, 122 Iowa 82, 97

N.W. 989 (1904).
13. See State v. Puckett, 401 P.2d 784, 787 (Idaho 1965); State v. Boe, 388 P.2d 372

376 (Mont. 1963); State v. Keith, 26 Utah 2d 338, 489 P.2d 436 (1971); Kennedy v. State,
470 P.2d 372, 375 (Wyo. 1970), cert. denied, 401 U.S. 939 (1971); c. Land v. People, 171 Colo.
114, 465 P.2d 124 (1970).
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the absence of corroborative evidence to be the sole test of whether
the instructions should be given. 4

Some state courts, however, have found the instruction that
rape is easy to charge and hard to disprove to be improper. These
courts have relied on four different theories for ruling that the in-
struction should not be given, the first theory being that the instruc-
tion constitutes an improper comment on the evidence."5 For exam-
ple, the Arizona Supreme Court criticized the instruction as being
an expression of personal opinion by the judge concerning the facts
of the case. 6 The Washington Court of Appeals relied on its state
constitution to arrive at the same conclusion.17 The Washington
court noted that the purpose of the state's constitutional prohibition
against a judge commenting on the evidence was to prevent the jury
from being influenced by knowledge conveyed to it by the court.

A second theory used by courts to disapprove the use of the
cautionary rape instruction is that the statement it contains is not
a principle of law and therefore is not properly included in an in-
struction.' 8 These courts have declared that the statement "rape is
easy to charge and hard to disprove" is proper by way of argument
to the jury, but not as an independent instruction of law from the
court. The third theory employed to invalidate the use of the in-
struction is that the instruction applies a stricter test of credibility
to rape victims than to other witnesses. Applying this theory, the
Indiana Supreme Court held the instruction to be erroneous as an
invasion of the province of the jury, because the instruction inti-
mated an opinion on the credibility of the prosecutrix and the
weight to be given her testimony."

The California Supreme Court case of People v. Rincon-
Pineda0 illustrates the fourth theory for disapproving the caution-
ary rape instruction. The California court relied on recent statistical
data and contemporary theories of rape prosecutions to invalidate
the use of the cautionary rape instruction. It noted the fundamental

14. State v. Dizon, 390 P.2d 759, 770 (Hawaii 1964).
15. State v. Settle, 531 P.2d 151 (Ariz. 1975); State v. Wilder, 4 Wash. App. 850, 486

P.2d 319 (Ct. App. 1971).
16. State v. Settle, 531 P.2d 151 (Ariz. 1975) (also contrary to Arizona's Constitution,

art. 6, § 27).
17. State v. Mellis, 470 P.2d 558, 560 (Wash. Ct. App. 1970).
18. Doyle v. State, 39 Fla. 155, 22 So. 272 (1897); Black v. State, 119 Ga. 746, 47 S.E.

370 (1904); Crump v. Commonwealth, 98 Va. 833, 23 S.E. 760 (1895).
19. Taylor v. State, 278 N.E.2d 273 (Ind. 1972).
20. 14 Cal. 3d 864, 538 P.2d 247, 123 Cal. Rptr. 119 (1975).
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differences in the position of the defendant today as opposed to 300
years ago when the instruction originated, and determined that
changes in criminal procedure beneficial to defendants today had
sapped the instruction of its validity and usefulness." Additionally,
the California court found the instruction to be factually erroneous,
that is, the court concluded that rape is not a charge easily made
and hard to disprove.

The first three theories for disapproving an instruction that
rape is easy to charge and difficult to disprove are in accord with
basic rules of procedure. The California court's approach to disap-
proving the instruction, however, is somewhat novel. Its determina-
tion that the instruction is factually incorrect is supported by varied
data. First of all, the assertion that rape is easy to charge has been
attacked in findings from recent studies and by commentators.
Some of those commentators state that in our society prosecuting a
rapist is an act of courage on the part of the victim." They find
several circumstances exist to discourage false accusations of rape:
the initial emotional trauma of submitting to official investigatory
processes; the fears of subsequent humiliation arising from attend-
ant publicity and of embarrassment at trial caused by defense tac-
tics that are often demeaning; a disinclination to face police who
have some discretion in deciding whether to pursue charges of rape
and who may tend to believe that rape is a "victim-precipitated"
event; and a fear of retaliation by the rapist or his friends.23 Further-
more, and perhaps because of these circumstances, repeated studies
have shown rapes to be grossly underreported.24 The FBI estimates
that only one-sixth of all rapes are reported. FBI statistics reveal
further only a fraction of reported rapes result in arrests and that
about one-tenth of the persons arrested for committing the offense
are convicted.2 5 Some writers suggest that these figures indicate that
women are inadequately protected by present rape laws. 6

The assertion that rape is hard to disprove also lacks factual
support inasmuch as statistics indicate that rape convictions are

21. Id. at 877, 538 P.2d at 256, 123 Cal. Rptr. at 128.
22. A. MEDIA & THOMPSON. AGAINST RAPE 121 (1974), [hereinafter cited as MEDEA &

THOMPSON].

23. People v. Rincon-Pineda, 14 Cal. 3d 864, 880, 538 P.2d 247, 258, 123 Cal. Rptr. 119,
130 (1975); Note, The Rape Corroboration Requirement: Repeal Not Reform, 81 YALE L.J.
1365, 1374 (1972).

24. Schultz, Preface to RAPE VICTIMOLOGY at vii (L. Schultz ed. 1975); Note, The Rape
Corroboration Requirement: Repeal Not Reform, 81 YALE L.J. 1365, 1374 (1972).

25. MEDEA & THOMPSON, supra note 22, at 113.
26. Id.
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difficult to obtain. Of the four offenses classified by the FBI as
"violent crimes," that is, murder, forcible rape, robbery, and aggra-
vated assault, forcible rape has the highest rate of acquittal or dis-
missal. 7 One writer has pointed out that a rape case is extremely
difficult to establish in court and is all too easy to defend against
once the charge has been made." Furthermore, studies indicate that
juries are not sympathetic toward the victim and that, actually, jury
sympathy may often lie with the defendant." This result may stem
in part from the fact that penalties for rape are so excessive that a
jury may refuse to return a conviction for rape although it finds the
defendant's conduct reprehensible." A leading study on jury behav-
ior found that the jury often chooses to redefine the crime of rape
in terms of its notions of assumption of risk and that, as a result,
juries will frequently acquit a rapist or convict him of a lesser of-
fense, notwithstanding clear evidence of guilt.3' Jury antagonism
toward rape victims is blamed by prosecutors for the low conviction
rate, but legal writers maintain that the cumulative effect of cau-
tionary instructions gives a jury little choice but to acquit in a great
many cases.32

Some writers on rape have theorized that sexual bias has evi-
denced itself in rape laws in general, and in the use of the cautionary
rape instruction in particular. As a result, they conclude that rape
laws were designed to protect male interests.3 These writers further
state that rape laws and literature concerning them have been domi-
nated by fears that false rape charges might result in the conviction
of innocent men. One commentator expounded on this theory in the
following statement:

The false complaint is feared more in rape cases than in other
crimes because of the basic assumptions that many women are
either amoral or hostile to men and that women can induce rape

27. People v. Rincon-Pineda, 14 Cal. 3d 864, 879, 538 P.2d 247, 257, 123 Cal. Rptr. 119,
129 (1975), citing FBI. UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS 1973, Table 18, at 116 (1974).

28. Landau, Rape: The Victim as Defendant, 10 TRIAL, July-Aug. 1974, at 19.
29. LeGrand, Rape and Rape Laws: Sexism in Society and Law, 61 CALIF. L. REV. 919,

932-33 (1973); Findlay, The Cultural Context of Rape, 60 WOMEN LAWYERS J. 199, 206 (1974).
30. Note, The Rape Corroboration Requirement: Repeal Not Reform, 81 YALE L.J. 1365,

1381 (1972).
31. H. KALVEN, JR. & H. ZEISEL, THE AMERICAN JURY 254 (1966).
32. LeGrand, Rape and Rape Laws: Sexism in Society and Law, 61 CALIF. L. REV. 919,

938 (1973).
33. Id. at 924.
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convictions solely by virtue of fabricated reports. The commenta-
tors, however, consistently have failed to document or closely ana-
lyze these assumptions. Nevertheless, these fears have produced
and sustained laws and attitudes that seek to protect the innocent
from an unjust rape conviction, rather than to protect women from
rape."

A recent article on rape prosecutions questions the validity of
singling out the testimony of the female complainant and instruct-
ing that it be examined with caution. 5 The article states that this
practice denotes an implication of disbelief that discredits women
in general and that the preferable practice would be to instruct the
jury that all testimony is to be examined with equal caution. In this
same vein, another writer has asked, "What kind of image do we
have of women, that we assume that they are so likely to lie about
a charge of rape that we put them through this humiliation, and
then provide a special mandatory instruction that it is unsafe for the
jury to believe them?"3

This empirical data and these theoretical analyses by legal
writers were used by the California Supreme Court to support its
rejection in People v. Rincon-Pineda37 of the instruction that rape
is easy to charge and difficult to disprove. Although the Iowa Su-
preme Court in State v. Feddersen38 did not consider these data and
analyses in its opinion, it reached the same conclusion on equally
reliable grounds. Both courts agreed that the instruction no longer
has a place in the procedural law surrounding rape cases. They have
provided other courts with adequate direction for reaching the same
conclusion, and perhaps they herald a trend toward better treat-
ment of the rape victim by American legal systems.

Deborah Welch

34. Id. at 931.
35. Aitken, Rape Prosecutions, 60 WOMEN LAWYERS J. 197 (1974).
36. Findlay, The Cultural Context of Rape, 60 WOMEN LAWYERS J. 199, 205 (1974).
37. 14 Cal. 864, 538 P.2d 247, 123 Cal. Rptr. 119 (1975).
38. 230 N.W.2d 510 (Iowa 1975).
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